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Abstract Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune, and
Pluto, as well as for missions

This paper reports the results to primitive small bodies such
of a recent NASA study to de- as main-belt asteroid multiple
fine and characterize the rendezvous and comet nucleus
"fast-track" space nuclear pow- sample return. Because of
er and propulsion system tech- NEP's available power source
nology options that could pro- and a much greater propellant
vide NASA with safe, evolution- mass efficiency than chemical
ary, early and low cost space systems, performance advantages
flight demonstration missions. could include larger and more
The goal of the study was to capable science payloads, re-
characterize missions that duced trip times, additional
could use the these "fast- launch opportunities, and
track" technologies to provide greater flexibility in trajec-
demonstration of a nuclear re- tory shaping and orbit selec-
actor powered spacecraft in a tion.
near-term mission application
that has value to NASA science Space nuclear reactor power
and/or exploration programs. generation and NEP are rela-

tively new technologies that
entail both programmatic and

Introduction technical risk. Development of
these technologies has reached

The use of nuclear power has the point where a first genera-
always been a key element in tion spacecraft could be assem-
NASA's long range strategic bled and an early space flight
plan for scientific exploration demonstration could be accom-
of the solar system'2. Previous plished using existing launch
in-house and contracted NASA vehicle capability.
studies have shown that nuclear
power and propulsion technolo- In an attempt to further define
gies can enhance and enable a and characterize the possibili-
wide variety of future mis- ties the NASA Lewis Research
sions3'4'5. In particular, a Center was chartered by NASA
nuclear electric propulsion Headquarters to carry out an
(NEP) vehicle system offers investigative study. The pur-
significant potential benefit pose of the study was to iden-
in flight performance and tify suitable "fast-track" nu-
science return for orbiter clear power and/or propulsion
missions to the outer planets system technology options that

could provide a safe, evolu-
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tionary, early and low cost sion, and launch vehicle tech-
flight demonstration of the nologies. Lastly, the consid-
technologies needed for future eration of low cost for all
space exploration missions, mission phases was given high
Figure 1 presents a general priority.
picture of the anticipated pow-
er growth scenario for future
missions that could evolve from The elements of the methodol-
a "fast-track" near-term tech- ogy used in the study are shown
nology demonstration. Near- in Table 1. An initial set of
term generation of up to a few power system reactor and energy
tens of kilowatts for electric conversion combinations was
propulsion, science and/or pow- selected from currently
er could provide NASA with a available and near-term tech-
technology validation and oper- nology options, and mass and
ational experience base in the area versus power level perfor-
near-earth regime. This ini- mance characterizations were
tial demonstration would serve carried out. An initial set of
as the precursor for progres- missions with a range of appro-
sively more ambitious unmanned priate science values and del-
solar system exploration and ta-V, mass, and specific mass
human exploration missions to characteristics was selected,
follow. These future missions and existing expendable launch
would be characterized by the vehicle candidates were select-
higher power levels required ed. An iterative analysis of
for more advanced and ambitious this initial matrix was then
science and exploration, and carried out to select logical
the higher delta-V NEP trans- combinations of matrix elements
portation systems required for within the constraints of the
more distant destinations, study groundrules.

The focus of this effort was, The impact of the specified
therefore, to examine the early study groundrules led to spe-
flight demonstration technology cific constraints on the scope
and mission options that could of the study trade space. The
form the basis for future solar final trade space matrix con-
system and human exploration. sisted of six nuclear power

system types, three launch ve-
hicles, and four mission sce-

Study Methodology nario classes. These are exam-
ined and described in later

A set of groundrules was pre- sections of the paper.
scribed to define the scope and
constraints of the study. The scope of the study trade
Foremost among these was the space is shown in Table 2.
imposition of a near term Under the constraint of a 1994
launch date not to exceed the technology freeze date the pow-
year 2000. In addition, real- er and propulsion systems con-
istic contingencies and conser- sidered were limited to: (1)
vative assumptions were two reactor technologies; SP-
prescribed for capabilities of 100 AND TOPAZ-2, (2) three out-
power system, electric propul- of-core thermal-to-electric
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conversion technologies; ther- limited to a matrix consisting
moelectric, Brayton cycle, and of: (1) five near-term nuclear
Stirling cycle, and (3) ion power system types- three with
propulsion technology based on limited growth capability, and
30 cm diameter Xenon ion two with evolutionary growth
thrusters with 10,000 h life. capability; (2) three existing

expendable launch vehicle
The allowable trade space of types; (3) four mission scenar-
mission scenarios, launch vehi- io classes ranging from a sim-
cles and nuclear power and ion ple power system operational
propulsion technology options demonstration to full NEP dem-
was constrained by a set of onstrations with high value
study groundrules that required science.
launch readiness by the year
2000, minimum mission cost, and Launch vehicle options were
realistic contingencies and preferenced primarily by cost
conservative assumptions for considerations. However,
all technologies. The impact stowed volume requirements for
of these groundrules was sig- adequately sized power systems
nificant. Power and propulsion caused the launch vehicle op-
technologies had to be frozen tions to grow into the more
at expected 1994 levels and costly intermediate size cate-
electric power generation was gory. The expendable launch
limited to about 40 kWe because vehicle options considered were
of mass and stowed volume con- (in order of increasing cost);
straints imposed by the use of Delta 7920, Atlas I, II, IIA,
medium-to-intermediate class IIAS, and Titan III.
launch vehicles. As shown in
Figure 2 the overall effect of Four generic near-Earth demon-
these groundrules was to limit stration mission types were
mission capability, and the key considered. In order of in-
challenge of the study was to creasing complexity, power lev-
find viable mission scenar- el and cost they were: (1) a
io/power and propulsion/launch power system demonstration, (2)
vehicle combinations of value a power system demonstration
to NASA science and/or explora- with science, (3) a nuclear
tion programs. electric propulsion demonstra-

tion, and (4) four different
The technical elements of the nuclear electric propulsion
study consisted of iterative demonstrations with science.
analyses of selected mission These missions will be de-
trajectories and requirements scribed in the next section of
definition using appropriate the paper.
selected expendable launch ve-
hicles and near-term space nu- Mission Descriptions
clear power and ion propulsion
technology options. These op- The four mission types, ar-
tions were evaluated from the ranged in order of increasing
standpoint of availability, complexity and value or bene-
feasibility, applicability, fit, are listed in Table 3.
performance and cost. The These missions all share a ge-
resulting trade space scope was neric profile consisting of an
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expendable launch vehicle that sion thruster payload. Follow-
delivers the spacecraft and ing launch and system startup
insertion stage to elliptical in a "nuclear safe" orbit the
orbit and the use of a nuclear electric propulsion
hydrazine bipropellant stage system is used to spiral the
that circularizes the space- spacecraft to a higher orbit
craft and is then discarded. such as GEO. The additional
Although these missions encom- flight objectives of this mis-
pass a wide range of applica- sion are to verify integrated
tions, they all achieve a mini- power and propulsion in an or-
mum set of demonstration flight bit-raising application.
objectives as listed in Table
4. Each mission is briefly de- Four NEP Demonstration with
scribed below. Science missions have been

studied. These missions meet
The Power System Demonstration the baseline flight objectives
mission is the most basic of plus verification of integrated
all the missions. A reactor power and propulsion, and also
space power system capable of provide added and different
generating electricity would be science benefits and values.
launched to a sufficiently high The Van Allen Radiation Belt
"nuclear safe orbit" where the Mapper mission utilizes a spi-
power system would be deployed, ral trajectory through the
operated, and shut down. This belts while taking radiation
mission meets the minimum measurements and imaging auro-
flight objectives and would ras. The Earth-Sun Libration
generate confidence in the Point Explorer mission transits
ability of the US to safely to the Earth-Sun L5 libration
launch, deploy, operate, and point to look for and rendez-
shut down a space nuclear reac- vous with Trojan asteroids.
tor power system in a safe dis- The Main Belt Asteroid Rendez-
posal orbit. vous mission transits to 2 AU

to rendezvous with the main
The Power System Demonstration belt asteroid. The Mars mis-
with Science mission adds a sion transits to Mars and while
science payload to the basic spiraling down stops at Deimos
mission. Thus, in addition to and/or Phobos.
meeting required reactor power
system flight objectives, this A qualitative assessment of all
mission provides additional missions as a function of risk
benefit and value via an earth and cost versus benefit is
observing satellite type pay- shown in Figure 3. As expect-
load. Typical science type ed, those missions with higher
mission payloads include Laser cost and risk generally tend to
Atmospheric Wind Sounder and yield the most benefit or sci-
Synthetic Aperture Radar. ence value. However, both the

NEP LEO-to-GEO Demonstration
The Nuclear Electric Propulsion mission and the Van Allen
Demonstration mission is a Radiation Belt Explorer mission
nonscience mission that inte- combine high benefit with the
grates a space reactor power low risk and cost associated
system with an electric propul- with a relatively easy mission.
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materials technology with a
maximum heater head temperature

Power & Propulsion Systems of 1050 K and 1+1 (100 %) en-
gine redundancy. The TOPAZ-2

Initial selection of power sys- thermionic reactor system with
tems was based on meeting re- Stirling bottomer was based on
quirements for technology existing superalloy materials
readiness, mass, volume, spe- technology with a 950 K reactor
cific power and power level outlet and 850 K heater head
imposed by a 1994 technology temperature, and 1+1 (100 %)
freeze, ELV packaging limits, engine redundancy.
mission type, destination and
delta-V requirements. Specific The performance of these reac-
applicable reactor and power tor and power conversion op-
conversion technology combina- tions was determined for a gen-
tions were characterized and eralized mission requirement
selected, of: (1) 3 year life, (2) 2000

volt DC output voltage, (3) 15
These included a variety of meter reactor-to-payload sepa-
both SP-100 and TOPAZ-2 nuclear ration distance, (4) shield
systems employing a range of half-angle of 17 degrees, (5)
power conversion options. For payload radiation levels of 1.0
example, the SP-100 reactor was E12 nvt neutron and 5.0 E4 rad
studied with thermoelectric gamma, and (6) 10 % excess ra-
conversion as well as Brayton diator area. The results of
and Stirling cycle conversion the system performance evalua-
over the power range 10 kWe to tion are shown in Figures 4 and
40 kWe. The TOPAZ-2 reactor 5. Figure 4 compares power
was studied in it's basic 6 kWe system specific mass as a func-
thermionic configuration and tion of power level, and Figure
also with the addition of a 5 compares stowed power system
Stirling bottom cycle which radiator area as a function of
replaced the radiator and power level with Titan, Atlas,
raised the power output to the and Delta launch vehicle area
32 to 46 kWe level, limits superimposed. Power

system specific mass is a key
The near-term technology readi- figure-of-merit for electric
ness requirement imposed the propulsion missions and the
following specific performance best performance below 50 kWe
and design constraints for each is exhibited by the TOPAZ
SP-100 energy conversion op- thermionic reactor with a
tion: (1) thermoelectric tech- Stirling bottoming cycle. The
nology based on conductively stowed radiator packaging limit
coupled design with a figure of effect on maximum power level
merit z = 0.67 E-03, (2) was as follows: a Delta launch
closed Brayton cycle based on vehicle can accomodate either a
existing superalloy materials 15 kWe SP-100 thermoelectric or
technology with a maximum tur- Stirling cycle, an Atlas can
bine inlet temperature of 1144 accomodate a 40 kWe SP-100
K and 1+1 (100 %) redundancy, Stirling, and a Titan will
(3) free-piston Stirling cycle accomodate more than a 50 kWe
based on existing superalloy SP-100 thermoelectric or
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Stirling cycle system. Three power system types are
compared; (1) TOPAZ reactor

The TOPAZ/Stirling power system with in-core thermionic conver-
which exhibited the best spe- sion and Stirling bottoming
cific mass characteristics does cycle conversion, (2) SP-100
not provide the highest power reactor with thermoelectric
output with the smallest launch conversion, and (3) SP-100 re-
vehicle because of the large actor with dynamic conversion
radiator area required for the where, for simplicity, dynamic
low temperature Stirling bot- conversion represents either
toming cycle. Brayton or Stirling cycle con-

version.
The selected propulsion system
option was based on Xenon ion A typical result is illustrated
thrusters with the following in Figure 6 for the Van Allen
characteristics: (1) 3500-5000 belt radiation explorer mission
sec specific impulse, (2) 92 % using an Atlas IIAS launch ve-
thruster power processing unit hide and an initial NEP space-
efficiency, (3) 65-70 % total craft circular orbit altitude
propulsion system efficiency, of 1000 km. Since this is a
(4) 5 kg/kWe specific mass relatively easy mission in
(thruster and power processing terms of required velocity in-
unit), (5) 10,000 hr (417 day) crement, a large number of pow-
lifetime. er system options are seen

above the horizontal line rep-
resenting a minimal 100 kg sci-

Study Results and Conclusions ence payload.

The results of the system anal- For this particular set of mis-
yses carried out in this study sion, launch vehicle, and ini-
have been summarized in a set tial NEP spacecraft orbit char-
of plots for a given mission acteristics all the power sys-
destination, launch vehicle, tems will allow payloads great-
and initial NEP orbit. er than 100 kg with trip times

well within the life of one
The plot format is based on thruster set. However, the
using the allowable scientific existing Russian TOPAZ 2 power
payload, in kg, as the system (shown as a single
dependent variable and total point) cannot achieve trip
trip time, in days, as the times less than 1000 days.
independent variable. A mini-
mum allowable payload of 100 kg This study has concluded that a
was assumed to be required for wide variety of flight demon-
useful science, and a maximum stration missions can be accom-
life of 10,000 h per thruster plished with near-term space
set was assumed for the given nuclear power systems capable
Xenon ion propulsion technolo- of generating tens of kilo-
gy. watts. Adding electric propul-

sion will not only demonstrate
The resulting curves NEP safety and operations but
parametrically display power can also provide science bene-
system type and power level, fits of varying degree beyond
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the LEO regime. Although these 4. Friedlander, A., "Conceptual
demonstration missions exhibit Design of a 50-100 kWe NEP Sys-
a limited capability in terms tem for Planetary Science Mis-
of what future NEP systems can sions." Final Report Presenta-
accomplish they can serve as a tion, Task Order No. 23, NASA
meaningful first step in pro- Contract NAS3-25809, Science
pulsion capability for space Applications International,
exploration and resource ex- Schaumberg, IL, February 18,
ploitation. 1993
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Table 1: Methodology

* Determine performance of applicable power systems

- Reactor and Conversion system combinations

* Select appropriate missions

* Select launch vehicles

* Perform iterative system/mission analysis on above to
determine logical combinations

* Scope cost and schedule

Table 2: Trade Space Scope

* Systems
- SP-100, TOPAZ Reactors
- Thermoelectric, Brayton, Stirling Power Conversion
- Ion Propulsion

* Missions
- Power System Demonstration
- Power System Demonstration & Science
- Nuclear Electric Propulsion Demonstration
- Nuclear Electric Propulsion Demonstration & Science

* Launch Vehicles
- Delta 7920
- Atlas I, II, IIA, IIAS
- Titan III
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Table 3: Potential Demonstration Missions

Power System Demonstration Launch to Nuclear Safe Orbit (NSO) and
demo power system

Power System Demo with Science Same as above and perform "EOS" type
science such as LAWS or SAR

Nuclear Electric Propulsion Launch to NSO, demo power system and
Demonstration electric propulsion, spiral to GEO

NEP Demonstration with Science

Van Allen Radiation Belt Mapper Spiral through belts taking radiation
measurements and imaging auroras

Earth-Sun Libration Point Explorer Transit to Earth-Sun L5 to look for and
rendezvous with Trojan Asteroids

Main Belt Asteroid Rendezvous Transit to 2 AU and rendezvous with main
belt asteroid

Mars Mission Transit to Mars and while spiraling down,
stop at Deimos and/or Phobos

Table 4: Fast Track Flight Objectives

Reactor power system demonstration will verify
- Prelaunch and Launch Safety
- Startup
- Operation
- Life

- Shutdown

- Restart Capability (if desired)
- Final Shutdown at EOL
- Safe Disposal




